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Supplementary Fireworks Here to help

The personalised message comes
mounted on a frame and burns
brightly for approximately one
minute. The message can say
anything you wish whether it is a loved-one’s name or
bespoke message.

Personalised Message

Celebrating 
Life  With 
F ireworks

For a more spectacular send off we
offer a range of professionally fired
memorial displays by our trained
operators. Starting from our ‘Fond
Goodbye’ at £999.00 ex VAT to our
‘Ultimate Send-Off’  designed to
your special requirements whether that be sequences of a
specific colour or choreographed to a favourite piece of music.
Each display includes impressive aerial shells, multi-shot
barrages, roman candles and a stunning finale to send your
loved-one’s ashes high into the heavens. 

Please contact us to discuss your needs.

Our compassionate and caring staff will help you
with arranging all aspects of your special tribute,
and can liaise with yourself, a family member or

your funeral director.

PRESENTED BY

Complement your tribute fireworks with exciting
supplementary fireworks from our range to create
a perfect tribute. Our staff can help you choose
from a vast array of fireworks to add to your
memorial display and suit your budget.

Professional Tribute Display



Helping to celebrate tHe life of a 
loved-one or friend witH fireworks

Celebration of Life*

Heavenly Stars Fireworks have created a range of spectacular and tasteful 
self-fire celebration fireworks to send your loved-one or friend’s ashes to the heavens. 

For more information and prices visit www.heavenlystarsfireworks.com

Each tribute firework comes with its own safety instructions and guidance for you to safely set up and fire yourself.

The Celebration of Life firework is made to our own
design and specification producing approximately 

2 minutes of the finest explosions available at above 
100 feet incorporating gold tails to green peonies,

crackling dragon eggs and red and blue chrysanthemum
bursts. A fitting tribute to truly celebrate the life 

of that flamboyant loved-one or friend.

Eternal Stardust*

For the more serene and gentler of loved ones the
popular Eternal Stardust sends over 480 silver and gold

alternating comet trails and glittering bursts up to 80 feet
with superb visual effects and lower noise for 

approximately 90 seconds.

Tribute Rockets*

With their large bursts these rockets will send 
your loved one off in style into the skies reaching
approximately 200 feet, including purple coconut,

crackling flower, blue peony and gold willow effects. 

* Each of these self-fired tributes will disperse approximately 200g (50g per rocket) of your loved-one or friend’s ashes.


